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 Throughout the text analysis the question I contemplated was: “What do workers want?” 

My main focus became a hierarchy of needs for workers. I also looked at how the character’s 

jobs affect their behavior. 

 In both written works, Deborah Boe’s “Factory Life” and Steve Turner’s “Night Shift in a 

Pickle Factory,” the characters are aware of the negative aspects of their jobs. Safety is a 

primary concern. There are two actual accidents described in Boe’s piece, while Turner 

describes the work conditions in the plant as potential hazards.  

 Both characters deal with issues of self-preservation. Boe’s character in “Factory Life,” is 

an unnamed woman. She could be nameless because her job makes her feel invisible. “All day I 

stand here, like this,” she says while describing her repetitive task. It’s like she’s a machine that 

is capable of one action. The company cares only that she does that singular motion as fast as 

possible—her job depends on it.   

 Turner deals with the dehumanization of himself and his coworkers in another way. 

While Boe’s character resigns herself to her fate, Turner and his coworkers stage a rebellion to 

protest the impossible work conditions. As the line speeds up and the company expects more 

and more from its workers, Turner and his team find a creative way to slow production.  

 They can do this because they understand they are only at the pickle factory temporarily. 

There is no job security. To make matters worse, the job pays only ten cents above minimum 

wage. (No wonder Turner has such an indifferent attitude!) To contrast, Boe gives no hint how 

much the woman earns in “Factory Life,” but tells us that because of her fast work she can keep 

her job.   

 Neither employee is satisfied. Though each wins small victories—the woman avoids 

layoff and Turner rebels against the unreasonable management—neither triumph in the long 
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run. Turner soon has no job and Boe’s character has one that is psychologically killing her. 

 In the “Them vs. Us” world of factory work, the employees sometimes win a round but 

usually it’s management (and the company) that comes out on top. They don’t care about the 

worker’s concerns and often make their decisions as if unaffected by the reality of those actually 

having to do the work. In “Night Shift,” when a High Management Official (HIMO) from the Pickle 

Company visits the plant, he chastises the crew for discarding an acceptable cucumber. The 

HIMO backs down when Turner’s coworker gestures to the fast moving conveyor, offering the 

HIMO a spot on the line. The message is that Management may set the standards, but shouldn’t 

be expected to do the job. 

“Office in a Small City,” a painting by Edward Hopper, exemplifies this distance between 

management and workers. High above the other buildings, a manager sits in his pristine office 

like a satisfied king surveying his realm. The paperwork on the desk in front of him means 

nothing but numbers: production figures, material costs, labor costs and ultimately, profits. To 

the manager (and the company), the people in the plant have no relation to the figures on the 

page. The numbers matter most.  

The workers in either written text are not individuals; they are bodies that run the 

machines. I get the impression that as long as the companies can find some poor peasant to 

work for them and help them stock their coffers, the king and lords are happy. It doesn’t matter 

how the workers feel (or if they are capable of feeling), the manager’s concerns are different 

from those of the workers. 

Management is concerned with their own success; they worry about getting a promotion 

and an “office with a view.” They care about saving money for the company, but think more 

about making money for themselves. The employees are merely another tool they use to 

accomplish this. Though they may claim they care about the happiness of their workers (though 

there is no written evidence of this), I think the companies in both pieces of literature put 

concern for their people at the bottom of the list. They don’t help the factory workers find ways 
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to be more content and satisfied with their jobs, Management intentionally prevents them from 

being so. 

Whether the workers blame the company, as Turner does in “Night Shift,” or resign 

themselves to their fate, as Boe’s character in “Factory Life,” both hopefully have a mental 

picture of the perfect environment in which to work.  

That’s where an assembly line from the Billy Bee Honey plant comes into play. The 

machine and the area around it reveal a work environment that is clean, safe and efficient—a 

true example of what Turner would call “The Great Shiny Kitchen.” Though there are no smiling, 

happy people standing next to the conveyor, I can easily imagine them being there. And since 

the employees too, are a sort of fiction (not knowing any real employees of the company), I 

have to imagine the conversation between the workers from the three different plants. 

The Billy Bee employees consider themselves a lot better off than the employees of 

Eastland and the Brogan Pickle Company. Those at Billy Bee are further along the route to the 

ideal job than the characters in the written texts. They have their basic needs: safety, sanity, 

superior work conditions and job satisfaction. I imagine the money they make is at least above 

the amount Turner’s character earns. Since Billy Bee Honey has been in business for 45 years, 

I believe it’s safe to say there is some type of job security. Most importantly, the assembly line 

looks like one on which both Boe and Turner’s characters would like to work—a place where the 

management and the company care about their people and don’t reach down from their lofty 

positions to keep the workers from getting the things they deserve. 

 


